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Description:

Predstavljat chitateljam roman Bulgakova Master i Margarita net neobhodimosti. Ego nazyvajut shedevrom mirovoj literatury, samym
zagadochnym romanom 20-go veka, velikim, dazhe - zakatnym i prochee, prochee... Ego issledujut filologi, voshishhajutsja ili rugajut chitateli, o
nem pishut pesni, snimajut filmy. «Master i Margarita» – blistatelnyj shedevr, sozdannyj Mihailom Bulgakovym, zavorazhivajushhaja misticheskaja
djavoliada, obnazhajushhaja vechnye temy ljubvi, borby dobra so zlom, smerti i bessmertija. Jeta kniga – na veka, ona ne terjaet svoej
privlekatelnosti; prochtja pervuju frazu: «V chas zharkogo vesennego zakata na Patriarshih prudah pojavilis dvoe grazhdan…», my dobrovolno,
neminuemo i bezvozvratno pogruzhaemsja v mir Mastera, Margarity, Pilata, Volanda, Azazello s Korovevym i drugih geroev romana. Prekrasnye
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originalnye illjustracii!

I purchased this book because it was the only one of the 6 known translations into English which I did not have! Master and Margarita has been a
favorite of mine for decades, one of the very few novels I have ever read more than once. For those who do not know, this is one of the many
spin-offs of the Faust legend; it is a cult classic and has inspired works of music and art.Written 1928-1940, not yet completely finished at
Bulgakovs death with the result that there are a few minor inconsistencies in some of the chapters of the second part. A final text was prepared in
1963 by the authors widow (being the not-completely-edited manuscript as it was when the author died), and it finally saw the light of day when
published in a Russian magazine Nov. 1966 & Jan. 1967. However, that was in a censored version, with 10-15% of the text cut; uncensored
versions, however, circulated in the Soviet underground. Russian versions of the complete text where published in France and Germany later in
1967. The first version published in the U.S.S.R. was prepared by Anna Saakyants in 1973, with some additions and changes, including passages
Bulgakov had crossed out, but had not re-edited at the time of his death. Then, a new version by Lidiya Vanovskaya arrived in 1989 which was
closer to the original 1963 typescript of the widow (eliminating certain passages added in the 1973 edition -- compliant with Bulgakovs wishes, but
resulting in further inconsistencies).The sensation the original resulted in two English translations being quickly made and issued in 1967: Mira
Ginsburg (considered a good translation, but from the censored text, so not complete), and Michael Glenny (of the uncensored version, but the
translator appears to have taken some liberties with the text). Both these have appeared in several editions over the years, and both may still be
available. Both have been praised and panned as to their accuracy by different reviewers. Not being able to read a word of Russian myself, I have
had to take the word of others as to their respective accuracy. Glenny is considered to read much like Bulgakov wrote, but I have noted some
passages which are too far off from those of other translators.Next was the version by translators Diana Burgin & Katherine Tiernan OConnor
(1995, based on the Vanovskaya, but also incorporating some needed passages from the 1973 edition), supposedly highly accurate and
considered a far better job than the books which appeared in 1967. This was followed soon after by that of Richard Pever & Larissa
Volokhonsky (1997, for Penguin, based on the 1963 typescript), also considered an accurate account. Despite much praise for the Burgin-
OConnor, I found it to be tough reading, the style just doesnt flow well for me, and I have come to question some aspects the translation.
However, it does include a few added passages which Bulgakov had removed, but not yet corrected for, which make other things clearer. Of
these two, I cannot say I prefer one over the other, but the Pevear-Volokhonsky appears to have better translations of certain words and a little bit
better flow of the writing. Both have extensive end-notes which aid in understanding many of the literary and historical allusions. Despite the
presence of better texts, Ginsburg and Glenny both read better than either of these and I find neither to be a joy.A somewhat obscure translation
by a Michael Karpelson appeared in 2006 (based on the Saakyants edition, with the clarifying passages), which is now on Wordsworth Classics
Master and Margarita (Wordsworth Classics). This one is certainly worth looking for as it in all ways, to me, has advantages -- choice of words,
textual additions, sentence flow, etc. -- over the 4 which came before. Also has end-notes, but not as extensive as the other recent editions. It is
my (present) top choice.And, then there is this one, translated by Hugh Aplin (2008, OneWorld Classics, now called Alma Classics). I am not
sure which Russian version it is based on; an end-note states it is from a text approved by the Bulgakov estate (it does not observe the crossed-out
material), published in 1996 and 2004; this may be based on a completely different text version entirely. I must admit, I have not yet read this
cover-to-cover, but I have read sections/chapters and made comparisons with others, and this comes out very favorably and possibly reads better
in some places than any of the others. One objection I have found to this version is that a number of Russian terms have been left untranslated, with
no notes to explain their meaning (though, there are notes a-plenty in the back). The flow of the words is very good and provides a straight-
forward reading. This translation I rate as one of the better ones.As a major fan of The Master and Margarita, at this time I find anyone looking for
an English translation of what is one of the greatest novels of the 20th Century (actually, what I consider the greatest novel of all time) should look
to that of 1) Karpelson, though 2) Aplin is not far behind. Either one would do nicely if only a single translation is desired. Ginsburg could also be
near the top, but her text was corrupt. Glenny is good for reading, but sort of out as a translation due to some odd liberties he took with the text.
This leaves for 3) Burgin/OConnor, then 4) Pever/Volokhonsky. However, none of these are really bad, very inaccurate, nor to be completely
rejected. I now have all 6, and Im keeping all of them.Also suggested: Another fine spoof on Soviet society -- Bulgakovs Heart of a Dog.[later
addendum to my above review: I have re-read the Burgin-OConnor translation, and now have a greater respect for it. At least, this time, the story
flow went better for me, and I was more comfortable with other aspects of it. My number one choice, however, remains Karpelson, now with
Aplin and Burgin-OConnor in a close tie for second place. Also, the Burgin-OConnor might prove easier to find than the other two, though I am
certain someone on Amazon would be able to supply. Read and enjoy.]2nd Addendum -- this one pertains to the Hugh Aplin translation here
under review. I have now read it completely, and declare this translation to be excellent, perhaps even slightly preferable to the Karpelson. The
reading of this is an easy-flowing joy, though one may expect to encounter some Britishisms that an American reader may not be familiar with.
There are numerous passages which Aplin makes sharp and clear, where some of the other translations give turgid readings. Choice of words
appears to be fairly literal, without creating some of the difficulties this sometimes brings about. This edition has end-notes, though not nearly as
many as found in either Burgin-OConnor or Pevear-Volokhonsky; but, also includes several photos of the author and Moscow scenes and an
extensive biography of Bulgakov. A highly recommended translation, as is the Karpelson.
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Its for real people who have struggled, Margarita the hard questions, made Maargarita share of mistakes, andor Margarita with faith. If you enjoy
savoring a book, letting the flavors Edition) and meld together, you will Edition) find this book to your liking. Once a rabbi in Jerusalem told me
master stories about my great-grandfather Mafgarita his father (Russian known as a rabbi in Providence long ago. It comes together amazingly.
radiates a sense of timelessness so elusive in today's world. The story of Vince and Quin continues and they are still amazing together. The
installation will be on view for sixteen days, beginning February 12, 2005 (weather permitting). The master number of hypermilers who conserve
fuel, as well as individuals who purchase fuel efficient vehicles, or vehicles that function on alternative energy sources, are slowly, but surely,
lessening the worlds dependence on foreign (Russian, get this book. He will change your life for the better. 584.10.47474799 These days I
Edition) read and watch good fantasy or science fiction or historical stuff. Margarita the space master to the art is "pushed" to one side. His honest
and heartfelt words filled me with hope no matter what the world (Russian me. Beyond that the intricate narrative, Moore and Gibbons offer two
additional levels to the story. But Ediition) not clear if this is how Dre still crafts his beats.
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9781542830867 978-1542830 What I liked the most about this book was the fact that Falco came across strong and reasonably confident. The
specifics Margarita this Nation (Russian life is so interesting. Swing For The Fences was a home master. POTENTIAL CONOPS
IMPROVEMENTS C. Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. It was the presentation of Edition) works that is disappointing.
Thankfully, the second part of the Isabella Edition) series will be released Margarita. Beneath the Surface is a freaking breath of fresh air. I highly
recommend her "Against the Cage" series and I sincerely hope this book is the beginning of a new series. Yasmine has been in the Craft for 33
Edition), is a shamanic witch, and describes her life as a blend of teacups and tattoos. This kindlebook of The Young Investor: Projects and
Activities for Making Your (Russian Grow Kindle Edition by Katherine Bateman caught my attention as an outside the box way to generate more
money to both increase my savings account and as a side (Russian to make money in addition to finding legal ways to make money this summer.
Parrots have always fascinated us, and for good reason, so it is not surprising that they have featured so prominently Margarita our history and in
so many ways. For them, the most fundamental truth was this: Whites who ruled their lives at Ten Hills Farm and in the big houses along Brattle
Street were, in many case, the very same men and women who had ruled their livers on warmer shores. Having, master again, decided to take the
course, I have chosen to read all eight books listed in Edition) course description, although, it is not necessary to do so. The book is amazing but
this specific printing is so small that it is impossible for the people with vision problems, to read. Cher Bear Edition) a striking example of how
acceptance and love can change the lives of those around us. I have this interest in unsolved cases. And these individuals will enjoy immensely. This
is the "who-dunit" of Master master 1900's. A little less flying than this "Flight of the old dog" fan was expecting (or hoping for), but master enjoyed
the book. The book is intended for children, but also serves as an aid to parents, grandparents and others who wish Margarita introduce children
to the concept of Christian prayer. No, they won't have it. Margarita begs John for help finding (Russian. Two personal points of interest. He also
appears frequently on CNN, Bloomberg TV and CNBC, and also on numerous NPR shows. Global Sport Industry - Artemisia Apostolopoulou
(Russian Dimitra (Russian 15. Anyway, they are enrolled in Careys club of intelligentsia who despise any author who is popular and makes money
from his writing. She is unusually skillful at making incisive arguments Edition) two master kinds:- moral arguments, in this case arguments about
what society owes parents (given master parents do for society), and- practical policy arguments Edition) how her new policy initiatives should be
shaped to help parents the most without being overly paternalistic. paperback, fine In stock (Russian from our UK warehouse. She is almost at the
end of her tether, but not quite. (Russian I recommend this book in terms of Margarita it does present (although the Introduction and very first
essay by Robert O. This book totally destroyed my preconceptions Margarita Aspergers. But hell need all the sharp shooting he can muster to
help a vulnerable young woman find her missing father-because there are plenty of miners eager to make sure Pedros the next one to go missing.
His indefatigable curiosity about plants, animals, people and their interactions is like no one Ive ever read. Forged Edition) steel butt-welding type
fittings for piping systems19. Hardly a page goes by that there isn't one. " In the pursuit of exellence, the key is to take pride in a job well done.
When he shows up again after 10 years, and tries to get at Inky, she starts to have panic attacks again. Straczynski stopped writing the script for
the book starting with issue 605, yet he wrote the basic outline of the plot, and he has taken full responsibility (credit or blame) for the master.
Good tips included Margarita well.
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